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Abstract 

Among the biggest challenges in the development of VR has been creating an overall sense of 

immersion and presence as well as finding methods to reduce cybersickness. These aspects have 

been major obstacles to the widespread adoption of virtual reality since its existence. Research 

has shown that various camera techniques have been investigated to reduce cybersickness and 

enhance the immersive experience in VR. Hence, camera settings are an important tool when it 

comes to reducing cybersickness as well as creating a sense of immersion in VR. This study aims 

to determine what effect that lock onboard camera to horizon setting can have on players of VR 

racing games in terms of the player's sense of immersion and potential for cybersickness. It relies 

on an experiment with the lock onboard camera setting enabled and disabled utilizing the VR 

racing game Assetto Corsa. The data collection involved a mix methodology of questionnaires as 

well as interviews and included a Motion Sickness Susceptibility Questionnaire (MSSQ) and 

Cybersickness VR Questionnaire (CSQ-VR). The research results do not provide the definitive 

information on which camera was better to use. However, the difference was relatively minimal, 

even though the locked camera had demonstrated better results in terms of cybersickness 

intensity. All of the results suggest that immersion is highly subjective and a matter of personal 

preference, as indicated by all of the findings. 

 

Keywords: Camera Shake, Cybersickness, Sense of Speed, Simulated Racing Games, Speed 

Perception, Virtual Reality  
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1 Introduction 

Due to the rising popularity of head-mounted displays (HMD), racing games in VR are 

becoming increasingly popular. In racing games, it is very important how to give players a sense 

of speed and make the game thrilling and attractive. The developers of racing games achieve this 

through various innovations. However, there is a significant problem in the case of VR racing 

games. That is the fact that VR can often lead to nausea and other motion sickness symptoms. 

To experience the virtual world, an HMD is required. Despite the fact that they are considered 

immersive tools, they can cause a variety of discomfort symptoms for users. This is known as 

cybersickness or CS (Shi et al., 2021).  

Throughout the genre of racing game history, certain camera techniques have been developed, 

which do not differ much from title to title. In most racing games, camera settings are different 

by default, but those should be tuned to maximize the player’s enjoyment in terms of the 

immersive experience and realistic sensations giving thrill as well as reducing cybersickness 

symptoms during and after the VR experience. Therefore, it is essential for the developers to 

apply various camera techniques and tune them to design a successful VR racing game. This 

leads to the following research question: 

“How does the lock onboard camera to horizon setting affect both players' potential for 

cybersickness and sense of immersion in the VR racing game Assetto Corsa?” 

Several camera techniques have been examined to enhance the player's immersion in a racing 

game as well as reduce the risk of experiencing CS symptoms (Shi et al., 2021). However, none 

of the existing studies has examined how locking the onboard camera to the horizon affects the 

sense of immersion and CS in VR racing games.  

This indicates that a camera setting called “lock onboard camera to horizon” has yet to be 

explored. Therefore, this study is designed to determine whether this camera parameter should be 

enabled by default for the developers. 

To answer the research question, an experiment was conducted in an existing racing game, 

Assetto Corsa, utilizing virtual reality technology by changing the parameter to examine how it 

affects the player’s sense of immersion and potential for cybersickness induced by the VR 

experience.  

The experiment involved two sessions with the lock onboard camera to horizon setting turned on 

and off respectively. It involved 14 university students being recruited and participating in the 

experiment and it was evaluated through surveys and interviews.  
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2 Background 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief overview of VR, HMDs, applications, 

immersion, and presence. In addition, it examines what cybersickness is and how it differs from 

motion sickness. Lastly, it discusses VR racing simulators. 

2.1 Virtual Reality 

To understand this study, one should be familiar with the concept of VR. According to Boyd and 

Koles (2019), VR refers to computer technology that creates a simulated environment and 

immerses users in a virtual world. In this manner, users can interact, experience, and explore the 

virtual world instead of looking at a screen. To achieve the illusion of the virtual world, every 

sense must be simulated, such as seeing, hearing and touching, tasting, and even smelling. 

In virtual reality, vision is simulated to create 3D environments that appear to immerse a user 

while experiencing it. Additionally, the individual experiencing the immersive 3D environment 

can control the environment. Using a computer, one can create virtual reality environments 

which can be then explored or experienced using appropriate devices such as virtual reality 

headsets (Giraldi et al., 2003). 

Devices utilizing this technology, for example, will recognize images and videos based on 

information such as location, surroundings, and appearance. As part of this process, camera 

lenses and other technologies such as artificial intelligence, big data, and vision processing units 

are involved (Scarfe & Glennerster, 2019). 

Not only can VR be used within the entertainment sector, but it is also powerful for educational 

purposes such as teaching and learning (Yang et al., 2017). The main types of VR applications 

are fully immersive and semi-immersive, and they rely on technology such as purposefully built 

training simulators, VR Caves and HMDs. This review, however, focuses on HMDs only. 

2.1.1 Head-Mounted Displays 

As described by Kress et al. (2014), VR HMDs have been used since the 1960s in various market 

segments, including flight simulators and military training. Several attempts were made to mass 

distribute VR HMDs to the consumer market in early 2000, but these attempts have partly failed 

due to a lack of suitable displays and microdisplays, embedded sensors, and subsequent high 

latency issues.  

There are many different HMDs available today, including HTC Vive, Meta Quest, Oculus Rift, 

Playstation VR, etc. The device does not vary much except for special professional applications 

such as flight simulators or military applications. The use of an HMD is to present images in 

stereoscopy in a virtual world (Shibata, 2002). In addition, modern VR gaming devices are now 

better than their predecessors in terms of display resolution, computing power, amount of sensors 
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and tracking latency (Kress et al., 2014). For this reason, it makes sense to illustrate the best VR 

products that are currently available on the market as shown in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: A list of the current top VR products available on the market. 

 

According to Abrash (2014), cybersickness may be reduced by ensuring that appropriate 

technical requirements, including the field of view, low latency, frame rate and optics, are met. It 

is therefore crucial for users to use high-quality HMDs in order to reduce any possible VR 

sickness symptoms. 

2.1.2 Applications 

Aside from examining VR's definition, it is also important to examine its applications which 

seems to be one of the important factors contributing to the popularity of this technology and the 

high level of attention it attracts, especially in the gaming industry. As Roy (2020) stated that 

“Creating a gaming environment virtually with interactive components of the real world adds an 

element of attraction for the gamers. The unique user experience of the graphics and animation 

make VR games highly popular and successful”. Not only the VR applications are used for 

entertainment such as gaming, simulation or sports, but they also offer substantial advantages in 

a wide variety of contexts. For example, applications for higher educational purposes (Radianti 

et al., 2020), architectural, engineering and construction (Zhang et al., 2020), and even in the 

medical field (Javaid & Haleem, 2020). The use of this technology is therefore poised to 

transform a broad range of industries. However, this paper focuses exclusively on one 

application - racing games incorporating VR technology. 

2.1.3 Immersion and Presence 

Immersion and presence are increasingly being used together, despite their broad definitions. 

According to Mcmahan (2003), the most scientific literature on virtual reality describes the term 

 Meta Quest 2 HTC Vive Playstation VR 

Display 

Technology 

LCD Dual AMOLED OLED 

Display 

Resolution 

1832 x 1920 1080 x 1200 1920 x 1080 

Refresh Rate 90hz 90hz 120hz 

Field of View Approx. 90 degrees 110 degrees Approx. 100 degrees 

Price Approx. $349 Approx. $599 Approx. $299 
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presence as “the experience of being present.”, whereas (Simon & Greitemeyer, 2019) defined 

the term immersion as a level of technical embedding at which the objective technical quality of 

the artificial environment becomes recognizable. 

Nilsson et al. (2016), however, stated that the inconsistent application of the definition of the 

term immersion by researchers is perhaps due to the fact that it has been applied in a wide variety 

of contexts. For example, Mcmahan (2003) defined immersion in gaming as the feeling of being 

immersed in the virtual world created by the game's narrative (diegetic level), as well as the 

enjoyment of the game and the strategies involved (non-diegetic level).  

According to Mcmahan (2003), in virtual reality or 3D computer games, three conditions must 

be met to create a sense of immersion: 

● The user’s expectations of the environment must correspond fairly closely to the 

environment’s conventions.  

● The user’s actions must have a significant effect on the environment 

● The convention of the world must be consistent.  

There is evidence to demonstrate that the more advanced a simulation is in terms of technical 

abilities, the more powerful the sense of presence they evoke (Diem et al., 2015). Another study 

suggests that a particular characteristic of immersions is intense and focused attention to events 

occurring in the virtual environment. While a similar view of presence holds that it is necessary 

for the user's attention to be centred on the virtual environment in order to experience a sense of 

being in a virtual world (Nilsson et al., 2016).  

Research also found that immersion at a higher level, particularly stereoscopy, can result in 

better performance in interaction tasks. Particularly, users with stereoscopic displays were 

significantly more efficient in manipulating objects and made fewer errors than users who did 

not use stereoscopy or head tracking (Bowman & Mcmahan, 2007). 

A study showed a negative correlation between VR sickness and presence as well as their 

relationship with other variables such as narrative contexts, game experiences and demographics 

(Weech et al., 2020). It adds weight to recent research suggesting presence and VR sickness are 

strongly influenced by individual factors that are not normally considered in empirical research. 

2.2 Cybersickness and Types of Questionnaires 

As a relatively new technology, virtual reality combines advanced computer graphics with 3D 

computer graphics and head-mounted displays to provide users with a virtual experience for a 

variety of purposes. However, some users tend to experience motion sickness symptoms while 

using HMDs. Despite producing similar symptoms, motion sickness (MS) and cybersickness 

(CS) are not always the same. Motion sickness usually occurs when one is in motion. In contrast 

to MS, cybersickness occurs when the user is stationary but still feels a strong sense of self-
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motion as a result of seeing moving visual imagery. CS, however, is hard to eliminate due to the 

numerous factors that can contribute to it (Laviola, 2000). 

The rise of VR technology has prompted an interest in cybersickness, so understanding it and its 

relationship to classical motion sickness is crucial to preventing and managing it. The question of 

whether CS and MS are connected is a controversial topic. To provide clarity on this issue, a 

study was conducted that compared subjective symptoms and physiological effects of motion 

sickness induced by physical motion (vestibular stimuli or rotating chairs) and by immersion in 

virtual reality (riding on a roller coaster virtually). The results of a study revealed that sensitivity 

to both provocation techniques correlates with that of rotating chairs as well as that of VR 

studies, and both display similar symptoms regarded as individual experiences. In both 

conditions, there was a correlation between an increase in forehead skin conductance and nausea 

progression (Gavgani et al., 2018). 

2.2.1 Examples of Factors that cause CS and possible solutions 

Here are some factors that invoke cybersickness symptoms using head-mounted displays.  

1. Field of View (FOV) - One of the well-known methods for increasing immersion and 

comfort in VR is to manipulate the FOV (Fernandes & Feiner, 2016). A study found that 

a wide field of view is important to generate a sense of immersion in VR. However, this 

choice also contributes to CS symptoms, whereas a narrow field of view provides a more 

comfortable experience in VR but decreases immersion. (Draper et al. 2001). A study by 

Shi et al. (2021), is a good example that used this setting in the study to find out a way to 

alleviate VR sickness by employing a dynamic FOV reduction using a black texture with 

a circular transparent cut-off. As a result of this method, the virtual car's field of view 

was adjusted according to its linear and angular velocity. During acceleration or changes 

of direction, the field of view was limited.  

2. Depth of Field - As a result of the lack of realistic rendering on stereoscopic HMDs, the 

images are blurring, resulting in a degree of discomfort. Focus creates blurry effects 

naturally in the human eye that depend on the depth of field (DoF) and the distance range 

of the objects in the observed area. Objects that are outside of this range, located behind 

or in front of the eyes, will be blurred as a result of ocular convergence (Porcino et al., 

2021). Shi et al. (2021), applied this technique in the research to help reduce VR sickness. 

To do so, they used a special item that helped simulate the focus properties of a camera 

lens in the experiment. The blurring effect was then observed on objects that were outside 

of the focus zone. The blurring effect was, however, visible only when the car was in 

motion. 

3. Duration - A study found a relationship between exposure time and discomfort 

manifestation, as well as a link between short-term and interval virtual experience. 

According to this principle, CS could be avoided if the applications allow users to take a 

break during the experience (Melo et al., 2018) 
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4. Camera rotation - A study showed that rotations in virtual environments involving HMDs 

can increase the possibility of sensory conflicts. In short, when two axes are used in 

rotations, the sense of rotation is magnified as opposed to when only one axis is used 

(Bonato et al., 2009).  

5. Postural instability - According to the NATO Science and Technology Organization 

(2021, pp.29), there is a sensory conflict that results in postural imbalance or a loss of 

coordination in virtual environments due to the mismatch between measured position, 

orientation and actual value.  

6. Acceleration - The presence of visual accelerations without any response in the vestibular 

organs results in discomforting sensations that are indicative of cybersickness (the NATO 

Science and Technology Organization, 2021, pp.34). 

7. Camera Shake - A study found that the camera movement in VR environments was 

related to the level of VR sickness (Kim et al., 2020). Rocket League is a good example 

of a popular vehicular game that provides a camera shake in its setting. This setting is a 

tool to give players an immersive experience. However, having it enabled can become 

tedious and may result in CS symptoms if used for an extended period (Williams, 2022). 

8. Static Rest Frames are parts of the virtual environments that remain fixed compared to 

the real world. In short, these parts remain stationary as the user is moving around in the 

virtual environment (Cao et al., 2018). It was proposed that a rest frame could be used to 

reduce the symptoms of VR sickness (Prothero & Parker, 2003). Shi et al. (2021) used a 

similar technique to help reduce VR sickness by using an objective reticule as a rest 

frame. The user's camera movement was tracked by using a reticule positioned in the 

centre of the scene. 

9. Sensory conflict theory - Both Evans et al., (1998) and Ng et al., (2020) agree that 

sensory conflict theory is the most accepted and cited explanation of motion sickness in 

VR which is caused by the mismatch between visual and vestibular senses. The cause of 

this phenomenon occurs when the eye perceives movement when the body is in a passive 

position (no movement), but the vestibular system perceives motion. This mismatch of 

senses is what causes sickness (Ng et al., 2020). 

Research showed no significant difference between various VR sickness mitigation techniques, 

including VR sickness, presence, and workload. To a certain extent, both FOV reduction and 

DOF blurring techniques can result in information loss, according to researchers. Moreover, 

some participants reported discomfort due to frequent changes in FOV that occurred as a result 

of steering speed changes (Shi et al., 2021). 

2.2.2 Motion Sickness Susceptibility Questionnaire (MSSQ) 

The main purpose of MSSQ is to determine how susceptible an individual is to motion sickness, 

as well as what type of movement is most likely to cause it. The term sickness here refers to 

feeling nauseated or vomiting (Golding, 2006).  
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The MSSQ rates sickness incidences on a four-point scale (0 = "never", 1 = "rare", 2 = 

"sometimes", 3 = "often") in nine typical types of motion exposure over the past 12 years, as well 

as during the first 12 years of life. As a result, a score ranges from zero (not susceptible at all) to 

54 (extremely susceptible).  

2.2.3 Cybersickness in Virtual Reality Questionnaire (CSQ-VR) 

VR sickness, as discussed above, is primarily concerned with the presence of adverse 

physiological symptoms which are called MS, CS, or VR-induced symptoms and effects 

(VRISE) (Kourtesis et al., 2019). Researchers have identified various causes of VR sickness. It is 

extremely important to identify these causes as a norm to be able to understand and solve them. 

Therefore, different types of questionnaires need to be used.  

To fully understand the CSQ-VR, one must understand the simulator sickness questionnaire 

(SSQ), which is an important part of virtual reality research. There is, however, a dispute 

regarding whether the symptoms of simulator sickness are the same as those of CS, despite the 

fact that the SSQ was designed to measure simulator sickness. However, there is a significant 

limitation of the SSQ and its variants as they are not able to accurately measure CS symptoms 

caused by VR applications. To address this need, CSQ-VR was developed as a tool to measure 

CS symptoms resulting from exposure to VR applications. Additionally, CSQ-VR is an updated 

version of VRISE (Kourtesis, 2019). 

Hence, this CSQ-VR was developed in order to accurately measure CS symptoms in VR. For 

this reason, the research group chose to use this questionnaire in the experiment. 

2.3 VR Racing Games 

The terms simulated racing game or racing simulator are used in connection with any racing 

game to describe any software that attempts to simulate a racing experience with realistic 

variables. For example, cars, fuel consumption, damage, settings and more.  

There is a wide selection of simulated racing games available on the market today, and each one 

has its unique characteristics. While some of the most impressive simulators focus exclusively on 

the racing aspect, others offer excellent career mode, story features, or the level of realism. There 

is, however, still a lack of knowledge regarding which games are particularly proficient in any of 

the above areas. It remains, therefore, unclear what constitutes a good racing simulator. 

Even though racing simulators can be played with a mouse, keyboard, or even just a simple 

joystick, such practices are far from the most immersive. To achieve the most immersive 

experience from simulated racing games, powerful computer systems, VR headsets, steering 

wheel, and pedals for the throttle and brakes are required. While these components may be 

expensive, they are essential for maximizing the quality of the experience (Eyeware Beam Staff, 

2022). 
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2.3.1 Camera Settings in VR Racing Games 

Currently, modern VR racing games compete with each other in order to offer players the best 

possible experience. These games offer a variety of features, including realism, a wide variety of 

cars and tracks, as well as madding, and so on. One way to maximize the sense of immersion for 

the players is to play the game without any interruption, and the best way to allow the immersion 

to proceed without interruption is to minimize cybersickness. By adjusting camera settings, one 

can minimize cybersickness and enhance immersive experiences (Shi et al., 2021). 

It has been shown above that several techniques using camera settings including Field of View, 

Camera Shake, and Static Rest Frames have been explored to reduce any severe symptoms such 

as nausea and disorientation. Cybersickness is still not fully understood, and there are several 

common explanations that should be explored in more detail (Shi et al., 2021). 

2.3.2 Lock Camera to Horizon 

There is no commonly used term in academic literature for describing the lock onboard camera 

to horizon, which explains why it is difficult to locate information on this topic. The closest 

terminology found was static and dynamic rest frames. In this regard, it is reasonable to discuss 

what a rest frame is and how it can be used to reduce CS in VR. 

As explained by Cao et al. (2018), rest frames are those areas of a virtual environment that 

remain stationary in relation to the real world and do not move as the user moves in the virtual 

environment. Also, rest frames have been used as a method to help reduce CS. According to the 

research findings, virtual environments coupled with static or dynamic rest frames would allow 

users to virtually travel longer distances before experiencing discomfort. To put it simply, when 

the rest frames were enabled, users were able to navigate through the virtual environment for 

longer periods and still felt more comfortable compared to when navigating through a virtual 

environment without a rest frame (Cao et al., 2018). As such, it has historically been challenging 

to obtain stable rest frames for HMDs due to their requirements, which include low latency, 

excellent tracking, and calibration. Modern VR technology has, however, made it possible to 

obtain more stable rest frames which helps to reduce CS in VR. As Abrash (2014) stated that VR 

sickness can be mitigated if appropriate devices are used and adhered to recommended technical 

requirements are met [see in 2.1.1]. 

By using a camera lock, the player can experience the thrill of the car flipping or bumping up 

and down while the virtual environment is locked in rotation, improving the immersion 

experience. Furthermore, a study has demonstrated that an artificial horizon device may reduce 

motion sickness symptoms by providing information on movement (Tal et al., 2012). 

The setting was chosen specifically because we were interested in knowing whether this 

particular setting will affect the player's sense of immersion and CS. There is an excellent 

example of what happens when a camera lock to the horizon is enabled versus disabled on 
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Youtube, as demonstrated by Jackcaver (2014). When the lock onboard camera to the horizon is 

disabled, the environment rotates at the same time as when the vehicle moves, flips or spins. 

Having it enabled makes the environment static while the car flips, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: The difference between the onboard camera locked/unlocked to horizon 

According to the theory regarding camera rotation described in section 2.3.1, having the camera 

locked to the horizon should help reduce the cybersickness symptoms, as it decreases the number 

of axes involved in the rotation. However, according to Mcmahan (2003), the sense of 

immersion should be damaged with the lock, since it does not correspond to a person’s 

expectations of the environment (the environment’s rotation axes always being static no matter 

the avatar's head rotation).  

To summarize the hypothesis, lock to horizon disabled should invoke deeper immersion as it 

corresponds more accurate to the real-world behaviour of a user’s world view. On the other 

hand, an enabled lock should bear more comfort to an average user as it disables one of the 

factors, contributing to cybersickness. 
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3 Related Work 

3.1 Visually Induced Motion Sickness on Horizon 

In simulations and VR applications, there is a possibility of sickness which is an unpleasant but 

common side effect that can be experienced. This type of sickness is typically known as visually 

induced motion sickness (VIMS). The study by Hemmerich et al. (2020), investigated the 

possibility of reducing motion sickness with an earth-fixed reference frame provided in the 

simulation.  

It has also been noted in Hemmerich’s study that leaving the cabin and finding a spot on the deck 

of the ship may help to reduce feelings of motion sickness. This is because the fresh air and the 

horizon help to reduce the sensory conflict between the visual and vestibular systems. Therefore, 

the objective of the study was to investigate the role of stationary rest frames and eye movements 

in the occurrence of VIMS. A time-to-contact task was performed to ensure a high level of 

alertness. 

Thirty-three participants volunteered for this study, of which 22 participated (15 female, 7 male). 

Eight participants terminated the experiment due to severe levels of VIMS, and 3 were excluded 

due to medical conditions. The study involved the creation of a moving starfield without 

indicators of the position of the observer. Four conditions were tested, including the condition 

without visual reference to the observer's upright and three conditions that contained a fixed 

horizon, fixation cross, and a moving horizon straight line tied to the head of the observer.  

In addition, a time-to-contact task was conducted as the observer was simulated to move through 

the starfield. The objective of the task was to identify two coloured stars on collision courses, 

determine when their collision occurred, and determine the time when they collided. Moreover, 

eye movements, performance, and motion sickness were all recorded during the experiment. 

As a result of the study, it was found that an artificial horizontal line was sufficient to provide 

comprehensive rest-frame information, which implies that visible horizons can reduce MS 

(Hemmerich et al., 2020). In other words, the earth-fixed horizon proved to be the only method 

according to the study for significantly reducing visual motion sickness. 

Several studies have examined various techniques that can be used to reduce the effects of VR 

sickness. However, the effects of a “lock onboard camera to horizon” setting and how this setting 

affects the sense of immersion and CS have not been fully explored yet. This paper’s aim is to 

discover whether this technique can be used to help reduce CS while simultaneously improving 

the sense of immersion in the VR racing game - Assetto Corsa.  
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4 Method & Material 

To answer our research question, an experiment was conducted by utilizing an existing racing 

simulator that supports VR technology. The experiment utilized a mixed methodology, 

consisting of A/B testing involving 14 participants, self-administered surveys and semi-

structured interviews. The participants were sampled via convenience sampling. This chapter 

will cover the procedure of an experiment, as well as what equipment and software were used to 

carry it out.  

4.1 Software & Hardware 

After reviewing the most popular racing simulators on the market that support HMDs and the 

possibility of developing a research-tailored prototype, the decision to use Assetto Corsa (AC 

hereafter) (Version 1.16.4; Kunos Simulazioni, 2014) was made. The choice has fallen in this 

game due to several reasons. Firstly, AC provides one of the most accurate physics engines on 

the market. As the developers state:  

The advanced physics engine is being designed to provide a very realistic driving experience, 

including features and aspects of real cars, never seen on any other racing simulator such as 

tyre flat spots, heat cycles including graining and blistering, very advanced aerodynamic 

simulation with active movable aerodynamics parts controlled in real time by telemetry input 

channels, hybrid systems with kers and energy recovery simulation (Kunos Simulazioni, 

2014, About this game section, para. 1).  

Secondly, some game titles had to be discarded due to the absence of an onboard camera lock 

setting (e. g. Dirt Rally 2.0). Thirdly, AC has an expansive modding community, which provides 

more options for setting up a desirable testing environment.  

Experiencing driving a virtual car from a first-person view in a VR is much more intuitive with 

hardware, specifically designed to simulate such type of input rather than with general purpose 

gamepads or VR controllers. Therefore, to enhance test participants’ immersion, the research 

group used a steering wheel controller, Logitech G29 (Figure 2). According to the research 

background in sub-section 2.2.1, such an addition to the testing environment should reduce the 

impact of the sensory conflict factor (Porcino et al., 2021), contributing to cybersickness. 
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Figure 2: A Set of Logitech G29 Driving Force Steering Wheel 

As for an HMD, the HTC Vive Pro has been provided for this experiment (Figure 3). It is one of 

the best commercially available VR headsets with high-resolution AMOLED screens 

(1440x1600 pixels per eye) and support of high-res 3D spatial audio.  

 

Figure 3: HTC Vive Pro 

 

4.2 Environment Design 

The research group had to iterate through many available cars and tracks and try to make the 

most optimal choice for the testing environment. As a result, LA Canyons was selected as a track 
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(Version 1.2; Phoenix77, 2017) (Figure 4) and Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution V Wangan Spec 

from Shutoko Revival Project (Scott, 2021) as a car accordingly.  

The canyon track consists of frequently changing uphill and downhill sections, it is always clear 

where the road leads (unlike in a lot of racing tracks) and the horizon is clearly visible all the 

time in large portions. Due to these factors, this track was deemed a good fit for a driving 

environment.   

The car was argued for in the same way as for the track – it had to be a balanced choice. This 

modification of Lancer can be considered too powerful for an average user, but it also has a full-

wheel drive transmission, which makes it stable and predictable in handling, despite its ability to 

potentially reach 320 km/h.  

 

Figure 4: Track snippet from LA Canyons 

The track was set to ideal conditions (Figure 5) to provide for the best traction with the road 

possible, as well as the best visual clarity. In terms of in-game driving assists, all assists besides 

traction control were turned on to accommodate the participants without driving or racing 

simulators experience (Figure 6).  
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Figure 5: Track conditions 

 

 

 
Figure 6: In-game driving assists settings 

 

 

Additionally, the force-feedback (FFB) settings of the steering wheel were readjusted from 

defaults that were in the game. The reason for that was the fact that in most racing games, G29’s 

default force feedback is unnaturally powerful and shows too much resistance to a user’s input 

when compared to real cars. It fails to account that most cars have and had power steering 

systems, either hydraulic or electronic, and with these systems almost no effort is expected to be 

applied to the steering wheel.  
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To try recreating the FFB as accurate to real-life conditions as possible, the FFB parameters 

(Figure 7) were copied from the online article that also explained the meanings behind provided 

parameters (Koponen, 2021). 

 

Figure 7: In-game force feedback (FFB) settings 

There was also a debate on whether to include other camera techniques that could affect the 

results, the major factors being camera shake and motion blur. A few arguments were involved 

in the decision-making process. The base fact was that the increase in motion sickness symptoms 

was reported after taking 6-10 minutes of the session (Bruck & Watters, 2011). This fact was 

then combined with the decision to reduce one VR session duration to 5 minutes in order to scale 

the total duration of the experiment down and accommodate for participants with high motion 

sickness susceptibility. As a result, a decision to turn both parameters on was made to increase 

the intensity of the experience in an attempt to slightly increase cybersickness scores, 

compensating for the session’s short duration. 

Motion blur is enabled by default and its standard value is 6, but it was decided to increase it to 

12 as there was little to no difference between the default value and it turned off. Camera shake 

is also enabled by default. However, to enable it in the VR, a configuration file had to be 

modified. In-game camera settings applied to the testing sessions can be seen in Figure 8 below.  
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Figure 8: In-game camera setting 

4.3 Experiment 

The test group for the experiment was gathered via convenience sampling, advertising the 

experiment to students on campus. The core nature of the experiment was to test the participants’ 

perceived difference between the gameplay with the onboard camera lock on the horizon 

disabled and enabled. These two configurations will be referenced as configurations A and B 

accordingly, further down in the study. A single experiment lasted for 35 minutes on average and 

all of them were performed in a campus room specifically designed and equipped to be used as a 

VR environment (Figure 9).  

 

Figure 9: The testing setup 
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A single experiment consisted of the next steps, in the following order: 

1. The participant was assigned a unique, 2-digit ID. After that, they were introduced to the 

experiment outline and asked to read and sign the consent form for data collection.  

2. Then they were asked to fill out the general questionnaire and the Motion Sickness 

Susceptibility Questionnaire (MSSQ) (explained in sub-section 2.2.2).  

3. The participant was explained the steering wheel controls and allowed to drive on the 

track without an HMD for 5 minutes to get used to the controls and car’s behaviour.  

4. The participant was introduced to the HMD. The experiment responsible demonstrated 

how it could be adjusted.  

5. After that, they were loaded into a simulation with the first configuration tested and had 

to drive in it for 5 minutes.  

6. After the first session, the participant had to take a break from 3 to 5 minutes (depending 

on their well-being) and fill out the CSQ-VR (explained in sub-section 2.2.3) for the 

respective configuration. 

7. When the break was over, the participant was asked to repeat steps 5 and 6, but with the 

second configuration applied.  

8. When both runs were done, the participant was asked to state in the form, what 

configuration they preferred most in terms of enjoyment. They were also asked to reply 

to a single question in an audible form, and their answer was recorded on a dictaphone. 

The interview was skipped if the participant selected neither configuration as preferable. 

The order of tested configurations was determined using a Latin Square approach across 

participants to avoid carry-over effects. The nature of the camera lock and, therefore, the 

difference between tested configurations was not explained to the participants until the very end 

of the experiment, so no answers could be affected by pre-existing knowledge. The nature of the 

experiment (i. e. testing cybersickness and immersion) was not mentioned to the participants, but 

there were not any attempts to omit those either: a participant could potentially infer that from a 

few survey questions or certain paragraphs from the consent form.   

4.4 Data Gathering 

Several methods were used to collect the data in this experiment. The primary method was 

surveying, secondary methods were interviewing (to get extra insights from participants in 

regard to the presence/absence of perceived difference between the configurations) and 

participant observation (gameplay sessions have been recorded in order to review those later 

during the analysis of the results). All questionnaires were created and filled with the usage of 

the Google Forms service.  

To get the information on the test group, a general questionnaire was written by the paper’s 

authors. It was also combined with a slightly adjusted short form of the Motion Sickness 
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Susceptibility Questionnaire (MSSQ) (Porcino et al., 2021) (see appendix A). To evaluate 

cybersickness intensity after gameplay sessions, all the questions from Cybersickness VR 

Questionnaire (Kourtesis et al., 2021) were copied into a form (see appendix B).  

As it was mentioned in the section 4.3, participants had also been offered to participate in a semi-

structured interview before ending the experiment. One question was asked in most cases, an 

additional question was given if the CS score in the preferred configuration was higher than in 

the other. If the participant selected neither configuration as preferable, no interview was 

conducted. Both of the questions can be read in the appendix C. 

4.5 Data Analysis  

The chosen methodology for interpreting the survey results was statistical analysis. Firstly, all 

questionnaires’ results were exported into the charts. Secondly, out of the results, extra data was 

calculated and added to the sheets (e. g. cybersickness scores). Thirdly, most of such data from 

the sheets was visualised through various charts. Finally, the analysis was performed, comparing 

the pieces of data that were relevant to each other (e. g. Figure 16) and establishing either 

presence or absence of correlation where it was needed.  

 

The interpretation of the interviews’ results was performed by conducting deductive thematic 

analysis. All of the interview recordings were listened to by one member of the research group, 

who later wrote transcriptions of each interview piece which included most of the quotes, 

excluding interjections and pauses. Then those transcriptions were analysed for any common 

descriptive words or patterns of argumentation that could be possibly found across several 

interviews. For ease of further analysis, each interview recording was finally transformed into a 

short summary, consisting of 1-3 sentences and the most notable quotes. 

4.6 Limitations and Ethical Concerns 

The methodology used presents a number of limitations that should be considered when reading 

through this research. The first set of limitations comes from the experiment. Choosing Assetto 

Corsa as a ground base for the testing environment allowed this study to be possible to exist at 

all. However, this means that whatever results or conclusions this research may yield, they may 

not apply to every VR game within the genre equally.  

 

On top of that fact, track choice within the games doesn’t cover all possibilities for how the 

onboard camera lock may affect users’ experience. To be clearer, setting a testing environment 

on a flat racetrack, mountain serpentine, NASCAR oval or rally stage should provide different 

results, as a big number of factors, such as road’s incline, altitude or surface type, affect how 

noticeable change between camera figurations is.  

 

Finally, the reality of attracting participants voluntarily forced the research group to shorten the 

experiment duration as much as possible, which in turn led to shortening the duration of a single 
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session in an HMD. This doesn’t allow this research to estimate the real impact of the camera 

lock on users’ exposure to cybersickness in longer sessions when users play a game continuously 

for up to several hours.  

 

The research group also had to account for ethical concerns that intrinsically appear whenever 

experiments involving cybersickness are conducted. As was mentioned in section 4.2, the 

intensity of the experience was increased with the additional camera and post-processing 

techniques to compensate for short sessions. This raised concerns in regard to potential damage 

to participants’ well-being and health during the experiment.  

 

To accommodate for that, before starting the experiment itself, the participants were informed 

about potential cybersickness symptoms and the fact that they were free to abrupt the experiment 

at any point. Thorough instructions were given to the participants in regard to how to stop and 

quit the session if they felt they could not continue. They were shown what buttons to use and 

where to navigate in order to pause, exit or reset the simulation in case of a road accident.  
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5 Results 

This chapter contains all results collected from surveys and interviews during the experiments. It 

also provides further points of reference for the analysis chapter in form of charts.  

5.1 Test Group 

This section covers the results of the general questionnaire and the MSSQ, analysing what 

groups of people participated in the experiment (grouped by gender, age, relevant experience and 

perceived susceptibility to cybersickness)  

This experimental study was conducted on 14 university students (12 males, 2 females, the mean 

age is 22.6 years). The majority of participants had some experience in playing racing games, but 

only 4 participants claimed to have had any frequent experience with the racing genre (Figure 

10).  

 

 

Figure 10: Participants’ experience with the racing games genre 

In contrast, the majority of participants have had some sort of driving experience (Figures 11 and 

12). The mean number of years of driving experience across the participants was 2.2 years.  
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Figure 11: Relevant driving experience 

 

Figure 12: Relevant driving experience 

Like with racing games experience, the majority of participants have had an occasional 

experience in virtual reality (Figure 13): only 3 participants used an HMD often and only 3 had 

never used HMDs before the experiment. In the meantime, only 1 person had experienced a 

racing game in VR before (Figure 14).  
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Figure 13: Participants’ experience with VR 

 

Figure 14:  Participants’ experience with racing games in VR 

To evaluate the participant’s motion sickness susceptibility, an MSSQ raw score was used in the 

experiment. The results turned out to be relatively low across the test group, with the average 

score being approximately 8.5 out of 36, the possible maximum. The Figure 15 demonstrates the 

MSSQ scores across the test group.  
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Figure 15: Participants’ MSSQ raw scores 

5.2 Cybersickness-Related Data 

Before showcasing the results below, two important clarifications have to be made. Firstly, the 

formula for calculating the cybersickness (CS) score, according to Kourtesis et al., is 

𝐶𝑆𝑄(𝑉𝑅) 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝑁𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑎 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 +  𝑉𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 +  𝑂𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒. 

Although easy to use, during the preparation for the experiment it was noticed that this formula 

bears a flaw, considering the type of data it uses for itself: the argument values range from 1 to 7, 

which means that the minimum CS score possible is 6. Therefore, it was slightly adjusted to 

𝐶𝑆𝑄(𝑉𝑅) 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝑁𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑎 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 +  𝑉𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 +  𝑂𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 −  6 

where 6 is a number of questions present in the questionnaire. Secondly, although it was 

mentioned that there were 14 participants, one of them opted to quit the experiment due to 

experiencing too intense motion sickness. Hence, all the results that will be demonstrated below, 

will include only 13 entries in all the charts. All relevant analysis and discussion will also 

proceed with the assumption of the experiment being taken by 13 participants unless explicitly 

mentioned otherwise. 

Figure 16 presents the CS scores of all participants that have finished the experiment. 
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Figure 16: Participants’ CS scores 

5.3 Configuration Preference 

Figure 17 summarizes participants’ responses to what configuration they preferred more in terms 

of their immersion and enjoyment.  

 

Figure 17: Participants preferred configuration 
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5.4 Interview 

A lot of the interview results have turned out to contradict each other. However, there are a few 

commonly shared trends in the answers that can be highlighted.  

Firstly, nearly everyone has not been able to establish what was the actual difference between the 

configurations. Two participants (#23, #53) have said that it is “difficult to pin down exactly 

what is the difference”, and one of the participants even speculated that “maybe there was no 

difference at all” (#61). Secondly, a lot of participants in their reasoning assumed that the choice 

they made is influenced by external factors. Examples are: “getting more used to the VR and 

making the feeling of immersion deeper, better” (#91), “becoming overconfident” (#73), and 

getting more used to car controls and practising (#53, #35). 

There were two interview recordings worthy of special attention. One participant (#63) seems to 

have gotten exactly what was the difference between configurations. They argued their choice 

for A by saying that “...it is more realistic to what it is in real life, so when the car is rotating and 

turning over, I am also rotating with it. And that just makes more sense to my eyes”. They also 

expressed that although “B caused a little bit less disorientation, they still prefer A”. This falls in 

line with the hypothesis made in sub-section 2.3.2, that configuration A should provide deeper 

immersion at the cost of the user’s comfort.  

In contrast, participant #61 proposed an opposite hypothesis by essentially saying the same 

arguments in nature but applied to the opposite configurations. Firstly, they stated: "The second 

time I played [B], it felt more real, it felt more like I'm in a real car”. Secondly, they have got 

higher CS scores in B than in A. Their comment in regard to that was: “In A, I basically felt... 

nothing. Even when the car turned over, I still felt nothing, I felt detached”. 
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6 Analysis & Discussion 

This chapter presents the interpretation of the results from the previous chapter. Firstly, the 

limitations of the experiment are covered. Then, accounting for them, the results are analysed. 

Finally, the research group attempts to draw findings out of those and discusses their possible 

meaning. 

6.1 Limitations 

Before discussing and analysing the results presented in the previous chapter, this section 

mentions some limitations in the experiment conducted.  

The first and biggest limitation is the experiment’s sample of participants. Not only limited by 

the small sample size, but it also severely lacked diversity. All participants were game design 

students, the majority of them were under the age of 25 and male. The results could drastically 

differ if the sample was to include a broad variety of ages, different backgrounds and both sexes.  

This is especially important when applied to the latter: although important in the VR-related 

studies, gender had to be disregarded as contributing factor in the analysis of results since only 2 

women took part in the experiment. 

The second major limitation is the subjective nature of the data collection methods, applied in 

this study. Relying on surveys and interviews solely has led to having potentially more 

inaccurate data than, for example, using any tools for electroencephalography to measure brain 

activity during game sessions or any other sources of objective data. 

6.2 Cybersickness 

To analyse the cybersickness-related data, the CSQ-VR results from Figure 15 were interpreted. 

As explained in section 4.3, “A” means onboard camera lock on the horizon disabled and “B” 

means the same option enabled. Firstly, the mean score values for both configurations across all 

participants were calculated, which can be seen in Figure 18. Then, the number of times each 

configuration had a dominant score for each participant was calculated. The results of that 

interpretation can be seen in Figure 19.  

As presented in Figure 18, the average cybersickness scores were 5.08 for configuration A and 

4.85 for B (rounded down to hundredths). Thus, this indicates that, on average, configuration A 

induces more intense cybersickness. However, it is also important to account for the fact that the 

difference between those values is minuscule (ΔAB = 0.23). 
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From Figure 19 it can be seen that out of 13 participants, 6 have experienced more intense 

cybersickness in configuration A, 4 in B and the other 3 had equal results for both 

configurations. It means that more participants felt sicker in configuration A, but the difference is 

very small and is only 1 person away from being equal.  

Comparing interpretations of Figures 18 and 19, it can be seen that they support each other. 

Firstly, the fact that the average cybersickness score for A is more than B falls in line with the 

fact that more participants had more intense cybersickness in configuration A. Secondly, on the 

other hand, the marginally small delta value between average scores is reinforced by the similar 

difference in the amount of participants that have experienced more intense cybersickness in 

configuration A.  

There was a concern that the CS scores could be affected by the order in which the 

configurations were tested (i. e. the second test should be less intense since participants would 

have gotten used to the VR environment after the first run). Therefore, the scores to what 

configurations were tested first were compared. The results are that only 4 out of 13 participants 

have satisfied this hypothesis by having a lesser score in the second configuration. The other 9 

had it either more intense or the same. It was concluded that such results are not enough to 

consider this concern valid.  

Finally, the final aspect to figure out before wrapping up the analysis of cybersickness-related 

data is to find out whether participants’ motion susceptibility and cybersickness scores have any 

correlation. The reasonable assumption is that there should be a positive correlation between 

these two values: the more prone to motion sickness the person is, the sicker they should get after 

Figure 18: Average CS scores Figure 19: CS scores comparisons 

results 
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a VR experience. To see whether that assumption falls in line with the received results, a 

scattershot chart was compiled and shown in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20: MSSQ vs. CS scores correlation chart 

As one can see on this correlation chart, scores for configurations A and B were evaluated 

separately to see whether there is any disparity between them. But calculated results didn’t show 

any noticeable differences. A Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient r has been calculated for both 

configurations: the results were 0.644 for configuration A and 0.688 for B (values rounded up to 

thousandths).    

The r values in both cases show that there is a moderate level of correlation between 

participants’ motion sickness susceptibility (MSS) and their estimated cybersickness score: 

although not consistently, CS values demonstrate a trend of positively increasing along with 

MSS scores.  

As it can be seen in Figure 20, the correlation coefficient has been noticeably reduced by 2 

participants’ (#21, #73) results that seemed anomalous: having MSSQ raw scores equal to 12 and 

13 accordingly, their cybersickness scores were never more than 4. The attempt to analyse their 

interviews was made to see if there was any kind of pattern or similarity in the reasoning, but 

there was nothing that would help explain this anomaly.  

Finally, the session recordings and general questionnaire responses were analysed. Participant 

#21’s response could be reasoned with 2 factors. Firstly, they had been driving very carefully 
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and relatively slowly, rarely exceeding 140 km/h during both sessions. Secondly, according to 

the general questionnaire, they had driving experience between 2 and 3 years. None of those two 

factors applies to participant #73, however. They, on the other hand, have stated that they 

regularly play racing simulators. None of these explanations is enough to explain the anomalous 

nature of those results.  

6.3 Experience & Immersion 

To analyse participants’ experiences, the results depicted in Figure 17 were looked at. Out of the 

small sample, the configuration preferences were: 5 for A, 6 for B and 2 without preference. As 

with previous results, the same trend appeared that the results differ from each other, but in a 

very minor way.  

The initial assumption that more participants would prefer B over A due to B causing less intense 

cybersickness could not be substantiated by the results, as the difference in the preference 

between A or B is too small to draw any conclusions. Therefore, the participants’ backgrounds 

were analysed to see whether there could be any connections between them and the configuration 

of choice.  

Firstly, the participants’ choice of preferred configuration was compared with their driving 

experience. According to Figure 12, 7 participants had at least a year of driving experience. Out 

of those 7 participants, 1 have selected neither, 4 voted for 

B and 2 for A.  

Secondly, the research group calculated the MSSQ raw 

score mean values across participants that have selected 

one of the configurations, and the results are shown in 

Figure 21. The average score for a participant who had 

selected A was 9.20, and 3.33 for those who had selected 

B.  

Thirdly, the participants’ choice of preferred configuration 

was compared with their genre experience, but it was not 

possible to meaningfully do that as the group selection was 

not diverse enough for that (9 participants have stated that 

they “play racing games occasionally”, 3 other options 

were scattered across 4 other participants). Because of 

that, the third factor had to be discarded from the analysis.  

The first factor could suggest that people with driving 

experience are more likely to prefer the locked onboard 

camera to the unlocked one. But the small selection of 6 

persons in total does not allow to draw any conclusive 

Figure 21: Average MSSQ raw 

scores 
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causative link, related to the driving experience. The second factor is the most noticeable in the 

selection, with the MSS score for configuration A exceeding B almost three times. The logical 

interpretation of such a result is that people more susceptible to motion sickness are more likely 

to prefer configuration A. However, it goes in direct contradiction to the hypothesis in sub-

section 2.3.3 that configuration A should provide a better sense of immersion at the cost of 

increasing the intensity of cybersickness symptoms. This hypothesis was backed up by the 

background theory presented in sub-sections 2.3.2 and 2.2.1. In contrast, there is no theoretical 

background presented that could explain such a conclusion.  

Therefore, this result cannot be used as a definitive conclusion in the study and has to be further 

researched. Either other factors failed to be accounted for by the research, or the difference could 

be explained by statistical error, which is more plausible due to the sample size.  

Before wrapping up this section, a particular concern should be addressed, similar to data 

accuracy concerns in regard to CS scores. There was a hypothesis that the preferred 

configuration might correlate with the order in which those configurations were tested. The 

assumption was that, for instance, participants could favour the first tested configuration due to 

the excitement of a new experience, or, as another hypothesis, some participants were 

rationalizing their preference for the second tested configuration that it was due to them 

“becoming more confident with the driving”. However, the chosen configurations were 

compared to the tests’ order, and the result is that 5 out of 11 participants that have selected 

either configuration, preferred the one that they had tested first. This led to the conclusion that 

these two concerns do not have enough supporting material for them to be considered valid or 

impactful on the results. 

6.4 Overall Discussion 

Taking the highlights from sections 6.2 and 6.3, as well as accounting for the limitations 

mentioned in section 6.1, a research summary can be finally drawn, before making a conclusion.  

In terms of cybersickness-related data, no significant difference could be established between the 

configurations with lock enabled or disabled. It was confirmed that there is a moderate positive 

correlation between how susceptible to motion sickness a person is and how intense the 

cybersickness symptoms would be. 

As for establishing what configuration is preferable in VR, no definitive answer could be pointed 

out. The configuration of choice has split down to almost 50 to 50 across participants and 

looking into the reasoning behind those choices hasn’t led to any definitive conclusions. 

However, as it was established in section 6.3, people who preferred configuration A over B were 

more susceptible to motion sickness. It was explained in the section why this fact could not serve 

as a base for the conclusion, but this finding could serve as a good base for further study or for a 

new research question.  
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However, looking at the survey results and the interview recordings, one thing could certainly be 

pointed out. In almost all cases participants were not able to pin down what was the difference 

between tested configurations. And yet, in the majority of cases participants felt that something 

was different, and almost all of them picked their favourite in the end. 

 

Finally, after finishing the analysis, it was concluded that selecting a pre-existing game rather 

than creating a research-tailored prototype was ultimately a worse decision. Using a prototype 

could help with creating more consistent game sessions, i. e. creating a more purposeful testing 

environment that is also less prone to human errors in driving. In addition to that, telemetry tools 

could be implemented for collecting telemetry data. Unfortunately, financial and time constraints 

did not allow the research group to go for the development of the research-tailored prototype. 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper an experiment was conducted in an attempt to establish whether the onboard camera 

should be locked to the horizon or not in VR racing games by default. The main two factors for 

deciding that were the intensity of cybersickness symptoms experienced with both configurations 

and the feedback from participants in regard to how immersed they felt in both configurations 

and what option they preferred more.  

The results of the research do not allow to definitively pick one over the other. In terms of the 

intensity of cybersickness, the locked camera has demonstrated better results, but the difference 

is practically negligible. In terms of immersion, all results have also led the research group to 

conclude that it is highly subjective and is a matter of personal preference.  

Interpreting the connection between participants’ cybersickness symptoms intensity and sense of 

immersion has led to a conclusion that people more susceptible to motion sickness are more 

likely to prefer the onboard camera locked to the horizon. However, this conclusion contradicts 

the established theory related to cybersickness. Combined with a small participant sample size, 

these results cannot serve as a definitive conclusion, but rather as a base for a research question 

in further studies that would either reinforce or disprove them.  

While the small sample of this study does not allow to be conclusive on any of the hypotheses 

made, two statements can be said with certainty. Firstly, it is worth including an option for this 

camera setting in any VR racing game. This study demonstrated that even though almost no 

participant could not point out the difference between the option turned off or on, most of them 

preferred one over the other as a better way to experience the game. Selecting one configuration 

and not giving players an option to alter that would potentially rob a portion of players of a more 

preferable way to experience the game. Secondly, the onboard camera lock is worth exploring in 

further studies, and there are a lot of ways to continue that. The main suggestion for further 

studies is to create a custom environment that would test the setting on various road surfaces, 

track altitudes and incline angles. The methodology could be improved by using the equipment 
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for collecting the objective data and analysing it to get a better understanding of participants’ 

preferences. It is also of great interest to what results could be yielded with the camera setting 

tested in other VR racing games.   
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Appendix C 

1. "You have selected an option [X] as the most preferable. Do you think you could 

formulate why did you enjoy it more than the other?" 

2. [If the CS score for the preferred option is higher than in the other] "According to the 

survey results, the other option induced less sickness. Did you feel that difference?" 


